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CARTE:. A Thematic Mapping Program 

by 

P. M. Wood and D. M. Austin 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

University of California 

Berkeley, California 94720 

ABSTRACT 

CARTE is the graphics display program of. the LBLComputer Mapping 

System, producing thematic maps on microfilm at one hundredth the cost 

of producing negatives by hand. The program matches a geographical area 

or a symbol representing such an area with statistical data to produce 

graphic output on 35mm film in the form of cross-hatched maps for single

color printing (either computer-generated dot screens or total mask frames 

for photographic screening). 

A versatile set of directives allows the user to design the map 

and a corresponding report, and to specify such features as automatic 

placement of area names, calculation of a smooth distribution for color 

coding, and boundary clipping to specified limits for sectioning a map . 
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CARTE: A Thematic Mapping Program 

by 

P.M. Wood and D.M. Austin 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University of California 

Berkeley, California 94720 

I. Introduction 

The graphic display of statistical data by geographic area is 

known as thematic (or choropleth) mapping. Thematic maps have 

traditionally been produced using a combination of manuai and 

photographic techniques. One technique requires cutting a sheet 

of textured material to fit a geographic boundary and, pasting the 

material onto a paper outline of the map. A more recent manual technique 
~. •· 

involves scribing of the map outline of a photographically opaque 

material. A separate sheet is required for each data range (color tone 

or textured pattern). Each area in a data range is peeled from the 

material to form a photographic mask which is then reduced to print 

size. 

Computer techniques for producing maps cheaply and quickly were 

pioneered by Harvard University's Laboratory for Computer Graphics and 

Spatial Analysis. The best known is the printer plot technique, which 

provides low-resolution maps with a minimum of special hardware [1] . 

With the advent of high speed, high precision devices for computer 

output on microfilm (COM devices), the possibility of producing high 

' quality film images by computer became an attractive alternative to 

both the manual techniques and the printer plot compositions. Producing 

COM film images, as compared with manually prepared film images, has 

proven to be cheaper by almost two orders·of magnitude, making thematic 
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mapping a resource available to a much wider r'!-nge of applications 

than ever before. 

The primary problem with computerized mapping is in building a 

machine-readable geographic data base. Statistical data, such as the 
. ( . 

various census counts, have long been available in machine-readable 

form, but a data base of geographic areas of int·erest, such as state, 

county and census tract boundaries were not generally available and 

typically involved a laborious hand-digi tizin'g and editing process. 

In order to develop automated cartography into a useful tool for 

data display, the Mathematics and Computing Group of the Lawrence Berkeley 

Laboratory initiated a computer mapping project in collaboration with the 

Manpower Administration of the Department of Labor, th'e Geography 

Division of the Bureau of the Census and the Department of Housing 

and Urban Development. The purpose of the project is to create an 

accurate geographic data base containing the boundaries and identification 

codes for the United States by state and county and for all the Standard 

Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSAs) by census tract {some 35,000 

tracts). The automated map digitizing and editing system is described 

in a separate report [2]. 

This data base is to be used in the production of statistical 

atlases for use by Federal agencies in areas such as manpower resource 

planning and evaluating population characteristics. This report 

describes the display portion of LBL's Computing Mapping System, a 

FORTRAN program for thematic mapping called CARTE. 

• 

. ,, 
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Given a geographic data base and a set of data keyed to geographic 

area, CARTE produces film images of maps and tables which are photo

graphically enlarged to produce printer plate negatives. 

There are five major functional parts to the program, as shown in 

Figure 1. This report describes each part in succeeding chapters. 
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A. Components of a Thematic Map 

The obj~ctive of a thematic map is to communicate geographical 

relationships.,' In order to accomplish this goal, there are several 
~. •' . 
·.,"·r.' 

criteria which must be met; as the. following list indic:.ttes. 

a. Recognizability - The geographic area being mapped should be 

easily recognizable, usually by providingappropriate labels 

and by retaining as many geographic features (such as·rivers, 

lakes and coastlines) as possible. Also, the scale should 

be chosen so that all the data is readable. 

b. Titles - The map should contain enough titlingjnformation 

to co~pletely specify the meaning of the map. 

c. Clear Data Representation - The method for distinguishing 

,data ranges on the map must provide a number of distinct 

patt~rns~ either·by color tones, textures or symbols. Legends 

should indicate unambiguously the correspondence between 
. .. ' ' 

representation anddata range. 

Any program for thematic mapping must provide facilities for 

designing these features into a map. In addition, general des i:gh features 

which allow arbitrary placement of the map cornportel)ts is necessary 

because of the wide variation in shapes of geographic areas. CARTE 

provides a set of directives which allows the user tn design both the 

map and a table listing the actual data that is being represented. 
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. . .. •· 
There are three forms of map graphics available· in CARTE: cross-

hatching, ddt screening and total ma~king. 

Cross..:hatching is used for single-color maps or slides, and is 

therefore the least expensive to print. Variation of direction and 

.. 
spacing of the cross-hatching provides eight distinct textures on the 

COM device in use at LBL. 

When multi-color maps are desired, usually ,three tones of each 

color are distinguishable by the human eye - 10%, SO% and 100% screens 

are usually used. CARTE provides a method of generating these dot 

screens on the cm1 device, so that all three tones for a single color 

can be drawn on a single frame. This is done by using threediffereht 

dot sizes spaced on a regular array of raster points. The main advantage 

to dot screening is the savings in cost by combining three tones.on one 

frame of film. Thus a 9-tone, three color map, plus black outline 

requires processing and registration of only four frames of film. The 

disadvantage in this technique is the loss of resolution caused by the 

dot sizes required to generate distinct tones. For example, on a device 

with 4096 adressable points, dot sizes of 2, 4 and 8 raster points in 

a hexagonal array reduce the resolution to 4096/8 = 512. 

The total masking technique requires the complete masking of each 

area to be a certain tone of any color. That is, for a 9-tone, three 

color map, plus black outline, 10 frames of film are generated. The 

torie screens are produced photographically after enlargement of the 35mm 

film to print size, thus achieving a much finer screen. The main advant~ge 

to this technique is the use of 2-raster point vector to mask an area. 
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This results. in a resolution of 4096/2 = 2048 ~aster points, a factor of 

4 better than the dot screening. The disadvantage is, of cou rsc, the 

processing and registration of more than twice ~is many fr;JJ!Ics of film -

not too serious a problem with pin-registered camer~s and a good 

photographic shop. 
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B. Program Structure and Information Flow 

The functional structure and control flow for CARTE are diagrammed 

in Figure 1. There are five functional modules: a control module where 

directives are processed, a setup module which generates the graphic data 

structure from the input map file, a report generation module, a 

distribution module which assigns representation codes (color or texture) 

from the data, and a graphic output module which generates the film 

images, including titles, legends, outlines and masks. 

The program runs most efficiently when many maps of ,the same area 

are inade in one job step. The initial processing of the map file done 

in the setup~module creates a very efficient representation of the 

geographic area which is.used in generating a series of maps from cor

responding data sets- i.e., the data, title, iegends, etc., change with 

each map, but the geographic area stays the same. 

After the setup function, the map is ready to be combined with 

nominal, ordinal or interval data to produce a thematic map. The flow 

of control passe~ from fue directive interpreter to the report module (if 

specified), where a film image of the input data is produced in tabular 

form. .The distribution module then assigns a graphic code (color or 

texture) to each of the data items keyed to geographic areas. Control 

then passes to the graphic output module which creates the film images 

for the map. 

The control loop from directives to table to graphic output is 

repeated for each data set provided, with the incremental cost of computer 
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• 

Figure 1. DIAGRAt-1 OF PROGRN-1 STRUCTURE AND FLOIV OF CONTROL 
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time per map decreasing with the number of data sets .. In a typical 

example, the cost for producing maps of the Phoenix, Arizona SMSA (233 

census tracts) was as follows: 

setup $5 

10 maps @ $0.50 $5 

$10 or $1 per map 

Comparable costs for producing these film images hy hand has been 

estimated at over $100 per map. 

The major expense in producing thematic maps, especially multi

color maps, is in the printing process:. but the fact remains that 

preparation of film images for the printer has become economically 

feasible for large scale projects. 
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II. The Control Module 

The control module interprets a set of directives which set the 

variables controlling program operation and allow the user to design the 

map layout in detail. The directives consist of a control character 

(an asterisk in column 1), and a keyword followed by parameters in free ' 

format. Keywords may be abbreviated, since only the first character 

is used. 

Each directive has a number of parameters associated with it which, 

if left unspecified, take on default values. The parameters are numbers 

(either integer or floating point is acceptable) separated by conunas. 

Following the parameters, user comments can be entered:, as the scan is· 

terminated on non-numerical data. 

An example of a directive is: 

*KEYS, 4= 8 KEY .4 on the data set matches KEY 8 on map. 

Directives specifying titles and legends require a set of cards 

describing textual inforniatibn to be placed on the map. Thus a packet 

of ti ties may be specified as follows: 

*TITLES,2 There will be 2 title packets 

1,1,4, (Title 1, on 1 card, size 4) 

TITLE ONE FOR MAP ONE 

2,1,2, (Title 2, 1 card, size 2) 

LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY 

The control character serves as an interrupt which causes the control 

module to terminate the processing of the current directive and examine 

.. 
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the next directive. Thus, to title the second map, the directive would 

appear as follows: 

*TITLES, 2 

1,1,4 

Still two titles 

(Title 1, 1 card, size 4) 

TITLE ONE FOR MAP TWO 

*GO 

In this case, the second title remains the same as originally 

specified, and the new directive (*GO) causes the reading of titles to be 

terminated. 

The need for multiple cards to specify long titles requires that 

the user specify the number of cards to be read as a parameter. This 

overrides the interrupt features for that number of cards, so that text 

may begin with an asterisk. Also, the comment feature does not apply 

to actual text cards - only the parameter cards. There are three directives 

(*MAPTYPE, *INTERVALS, *WATCH) which can have character parameters and to 

which the comment feature also does not apply. 

The control language allows full flexibility in designing the map 

layout with a minimum of information. Default values are provided for 

all parameters except textual, and parameters need only be specified 

when the values change. 

The.directives fall into four classes: 

a.· Setup directives specifying information about the 

geographic area from the map file. 

b. Graphic directives specifying information about titles, 

legends and other "cosmetics". 
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c. Report directives specifying information about the 

format of the table. 

~. Distribution directives specifying how the data is to be 

treated 

The setup directives are as follows: 

*MAPTYPE 
*ZOOM 
*PICTURE SPACE UNITS 
*XYHAP PICTURE SPACE 
*CONSTANTS · 

The graphics directives are: 

*ARROW 
*TITLE 
*SCALE 
*OUTLINE 
*LEGEND 
*BOXES 
*GO 

The report directives are: 

*FORMAT 
*KEYS 
*HEADINGS 
*NOTES 
*REPORT 

The distribution directives are: 

*DATA 
*INTERVALS 
*EXTRACT 
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III. The Setup Module 

The setup phase of the program processes the mapfile according 

to· the setup directives to produce a data structure which allows for 

efficient output of the map graphics. The functions carried out on 

this "first pass" on the mapfi le include: 

a. Clipping the map to prescribed boundaries 

b. Establishing map limits and storage requirements for the rnapfile 
. and shading arrays 

c. Addition of label boxes (rectangular areas for label placement 
which will not be shaded) 

d. Generating a graphic data structure representation of the map 
in random access mass storage (RAMS) 

e. Generating a test frame for COM setup purposes. 

Some functions done in the setup module depend upon user-specified 

directives- e.g., clipping boundaries- while other functions are 

univeral -e.g., memory requirements. Figure 2 diagrams these functions 

of the setup module. The major algorithms used in this module are 

discussed below. The method for storing the graphic data structure and 

calculating the memory requirements are discussed in Chapter VI on the 

data structure. 



Initialize 
color file for 
test 

Hake pass 
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clipping 
and .dis
carding 
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maximum 

Calculate global 
map linli ts and 
size of largest 
shadablc region 

Figure 2. 
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A. Clipping Limits 

In the absence of a *ZOOM directive, the map coordinate limits 

are taken from the map file - that is, the entire map is drawn and 

no clipping is necessary:~ However, it is often the case that only 

a portion of a map is wanted, either for clarity in viewing or for 

selection of subareas by coordinate limits. In this case, a directiVl~ · 

of the form 

*ZOOM, <iong .min>, <long. max>, <lat .min>', <1 at max> 

specifies a rectangular a~ea (in map coordinates) which is to be 

drawn (see Figure 3). There are three cases to consider: 

a. A polygon lies en}irely inside the limits 

b. A polygon lies entirely outside the limits. 

c. A polygori intersects the limit rectahgle. 

The polygons are passed to a subroutine CLIPOLY for processing. 

For case a, CLlPOLY returns the original points. ·.For case b, CLJPOLY 

returns no points. For case c, the subroutine discovers which vertices 

of the limit rectangle must be added to the polygon (eliminating external 

vertices) in order to have a closed polygon entirely within the limits 

(polygon c in ~igure 3). 

The CLIPOLY routine first determines the directicin in which the 

polygon is drawn 1 so that the limit v~rtices can be inserted in the proper 

order. Then each side is sent thru the clipping routine TVCLIP, which 

flags lines intersecting the rectangular boundary and calculates the 

point of intersection (the cut point). if- a side crosses the boundary, 
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Figure 3. CLIPPING TO A RECTANGULAR AREA 

Original ~1ap 

Lat max 
. Clipped Map / 

Lat min 
Long min Long max 

I 

~-------
c ~ 

·--;;> 
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a flag is set and the cut point stored. Subsequent vertices are deleted 

until a side reenters the limit rectangle. A test ismade on the exit 

and entry points to decide whether zero, one, two or t!1rec limit verticc~ 

must be inserted to preserve the closed polygon~~ structure. 

Once all the polygons of a map file have been clipped to the .limit 

rectangle, the polygons can be shaded with no further clipping. This .. 

represents a substantial saving of computer time if more than one map is 

to be made in a single run. 

Another option is called INSET clipping, in which any polygon which 

intersects with the clipping rectangle is rejected. The routine will 

return either every polygon entirely inside the clipping rectangle or 

every polygon partially or entirely outside. This produces either a base 

map with irregularly shaped holes or the insets which exactly fit the holes 

in shape. More than one clipping rectangle can be specified for multiple 

insets. 
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B. Label Placement 

It .is sometimes useful to display the name of a geographic area 
"\. 

in a central part of that area, especial!~ for single-color cross-hatch 

maps. Placing names manually isnot only tedious, but must he redone 

when scale changes are made. Therefore, a label placing algorithm was 

developed which 'attempts to place a label of a user specified size 

within the polygonal boundaries of an area. The algorithm works as 

follows: 

1. Calculate the limits of a rectangle into whiGh the label 

of a specified character size will fit. 

2. Starting at the center of the polygon and working outward 

symmetrically, search for a place where the rectangle 

will fit entirely within the polygon. If a place is found 

go to step 5. 

3. Repeat step 2,only try for a verticle rectangle. 

4. Check the label for an embedded blank to see if the lahel 

can be broken into more than one word. If so, repeat steps 

2 and 3 for each word, retaining the proper order. 

5. Place labels in largest area ~vailable, trtincating the label 

to fit. 

6. If the map is to be single-color, add the vertices of the 

rectangle to the polygon in a manner than retains a simple 

closed curve. This ensures that the labels wi 11 not be shaded 

over. 
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Feasibl~ regions are found using the shading program to compute a set 

of parallel lines (horizontal or vertical) spaced a character height ap:ut. 

These lines approximate a set of rectangles, and the number of characters 

which will fit into the rectangle is easily computed. In the first two 

attempts, the search for feasible regions begins in the center and works 

outward, building a set of rectangles sorted in descending order of length. 

These are then further sorted by spatial order, top to bottom. A list 

of suitable regions corresponding to each word of the label (step 4) is 

prepared, indicating the upper and lower spatial boundaries allowed for 

that word (i.e., the first word of a label must go above the second word 

for the horizontal case, and to the left for the vertical case). Finally, 

a loop is begun in which, at each iteration, the longest region in range 

for the longest word is chosen, the word is centered within the region 

(truncated if necessary) and the remaining range lists are updated. 

In the example depicted in Figure 4, the label SAN FRANCISCO was 

broken into two words and placed in the optimum regions. 
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Figure 4. PLACE~reNT OF LABELS IN A POLYGON 

SAN 

F P A f\l C I S C 0 

Order Vertical Ranee List 
by Orde:r 

Length SA.'~ FR-\.'~CISCO 

Regions 1 5 5 3 
3 3 3 1 
2 1 1 2 
4 2 2 4 
5 4 
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c. The Shading Algorithm 

For multi-color maps, the shading algorithm is used during the 

setup phase to produce a masked region which is saved as part of the 

data structure. For single-color or cross-hatched maps, a different· 

texture will be used for each characteristic being mapped, so the 

shading must be redone each time. 

The shading algorithm in CARTE was adapted from a paper from 

the Polytechnic Jnstitute of Brooklyn by William Dwyer, who credits 

Dr. Frank Sinden with its invention. The subrouti9.e SHADE: accepts · 
-+ 

a polygon of N vertices, a vector u normal to_a family of shade lines, 

and a distance d between shade lines. It returns an array.of cut 

points for each shade line sorted in order of albegraically increasing 

distance from the origin of the coordinate system. 

The sides of the polygon are traversed in order from the vertex 

closest to the lowest shade line to the vertex farthest, and then back 

down. The cut pbints are stored in arrays X(I,J) , Y(I,J), for 

the Ith cut point along the Jth shade line . The cut points are then 

sorted as follows: 

-+ -+ 
~t W be a unit vector normal to u (i.e., parallel to the shade 

lines). Then the points 
·+ 
P . . = (X(I,J),Y(I,J)) 
1,] 

for shade line J are 

sorted in the order 

-+ .'i: -+ -+ 
(P .. "'W) < (P. 

1 
. •W). 

l,] 1+ ·] 

In addition, if 
-+ 
P· 1 j I < "' where t: l+ ' ,_, is some resolution 

parameter (typically, £ - O.Old), this segment is eliminated. The 
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cut points are thus paired, with the first point of a pair being the 

entrance to the polygon along a shade line and the second being the exiL. 

To produce a cross-hatched map, the shade routine is called twice -

""* ->-
once with a vector u and once with a vector normal to u. By varying 

~ 

the distance d between shade lines, and the direction of u, at 

least eight distinct textures are available. 

For dot screen or total masking (for multi-color maps) the shade 

routine is called with a vertical vector (horizontal shade lines) 

and a spacing appropriate to the dot size or line width. The best 

resolution is obtained by total masking using two raster point spacing 

(out of 4096 addressable points), providing a 2048 raster point resoluUon 

on the film. For dot screens, dot sizes range from 2 to 8 raster points 

in order to produce 3 distinct tones for each color, so the resolution 

is reduced to 512. This can give a stair-step effect along diagonal 

borders. 



. • 
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IV. The Report Generator and the Data Set Specifications 

A table of the data being represented on a thematic map is often 

a useful addition to an atlas. The report generation module in CARTE 

allows user design of such tables thru directives which specify the 

format of the table (see Figure 5 ). The table is built from a template 

which contains key items specified by the directives, such as title~, 

column headings, and footnotes. Items in the table are taken from the 

data set, formatted according to the directives and output on a separate 

frame . 

,, ' 
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Figure 5. TEr-tPLATE FOR THE TABUlAR REPORT 

T I T L E 1 Title 3 Title 2 

Heading 1 Heading 2 Heading 3 Heading 1 Heading 2 Heading 3 

Name 1 Datum 1 Datum 2 Name N+l Datum 1 Datum 2 

,. 

First Repetition .... Second Repetition - of Body ·II" ~ of Body ... 
Template Template 

\ 

Name N Datum 1 Datum 2 Name Last Datum 1 Datum 2 --·-

*FOOT.t\OTE 1 
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A· Form of the Data Sets 

Data sets are composed of data items, each of which normally 

consists of three elements: one or more keys :for matching, zero or more 

words (ten characters constitute a word) of area name, and one or more 

data values. The user may specify the format in which to read each data 

item by the· .j(-FORMAT directive. A data set is completed by a header card 

indicating the number of data items and the number of keys, words of 

area name, and the data values per data item. 

The KEYS are the same geographic area codes that appear on the map 

:file. The match between keys on the data and keys on the map file is 

specified by the KEY directive: 

*KEY, key i on data 

For example, 

*KEY, l 8 

key j on map , (key k) (key l,) ... 

indicates that the first key on the data card must-match the eighth key 

on the map :file. 

The NAMES are usually the names of the geographic areas on the m&p. 

Currently, the names are used only in the report, and can consist of up 

to 30 characters. 

At least one datum is required on each data card - this is the statistic 

being represented on the thematic map. This item can be any of the 

following: 

l. A number; to be used by the distribution module in assi5nint; 

color or shade codes to the areas. 

2. The color or shade code itself (i.e., a number between zero a.nd 

the maximum number of colors or shades desired). 
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3. A nominal assignment (such as FORESTS, . WETlANDS, etc .) . 

·Any additional data items will appear in the table, but only one 

is used for generating the map. This is specified by the *EXrl'RAC'I' 

directive. 
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B. The Report Template 

Since the report generator must handle data for sets ranging from 

less than ten to several thofisand areas, it was wtitten to be flexible 

and algorithms were included to do most of the format specification 

automatically. Certain elements are assumed to be present for any 

table: the data to be displayed, one or more titles, column headings, 

and row headings (the area names from the data set). Figure 4 shows this 

basic report template. The report body template may be .repeated se\·era 1 

times across one frame, in order to fit more data on one page. 

The text and placement of the titles may be specified thru the *REPORT 

directives. The text of column headings and footnotes is entered by the 

*HEADINGS and *NOTES directives. The placement of all other elements 

is done automatically within the general template above. 
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C · Some Features of the Report 

In many applications the areas being mapped occur as elements of 
.. 

groups in the data (e.g. counties of states, states of regions). As 

it is important for these to be clearly delineated inthe table, an 

array of keys, one for each list (the first specified on the '~(KEYS 

directive) is required, and, if an area's key value is zero, then it 

is set off from the rest of the body of the table by one line being 

skipped before it, its name being entered in capitals, and the text 

backspaced one character. 

There are several other useful features which are included as 

options that the user can specify for table generation. Any colwrm 

of the table:, including the row names, can be input in either nwneric 

or character form, column headings can be spread over more than one 
\ 

column:, any footnote can be bound to a particular title, column or 

row heading, and as implied above, more than one column of data can be 

input in order to display with the characteristic mapped other values 

o :f interest. The program will also place commas in nUlilbers _as needed, 

indicate data suppressions by an asterisk,-and make multi-page tables as 

necessary. 
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D. Generating a Table 

With the possible exception of the titles, the user specifies only 

qualitative information to the table generator. The program handles the 

quantitative details. 

Several operations must be completed before the format of the 

report body is decided. 

First, the program counts the number of lines that will be skipped 

by examining the array of keys, obtaining an accurate count of .the 

actual number of lines to be used by the table. Then the field width 

of each column is estimated by examining the row headings and data values, 

counting characters in the case of alphanumerics and computing a floating 

point format with space allowed for commas as needed, in the case of 

numerical values. 

These estimates are then compared with the individual column headings 

and adjusted as necessary. The space required for titles and footnotes is 

computed. Finally, the values of the parameters defining the body of the 

report can be computed. 

The key variable for the report is the number of times the report body 

template is to be repeated across the page. In CARTE, this is calculated 

by the following formula: 
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R = min((NL-1)/LP+l,w/(C*S(K))) 

where 

R = the number of times the body template is to be repeated 

NL = the number of lines to be drawn in table body 

LP = the number of lines possible per template repetition 

w = frame width 

C = total characters per data line 

S(K) = horizontal width of characters at siz~ K. 

This formula is tested for varying values of K and LP until it is 

apparent that all the information will fit on one frame or not. Once this 

value is known, the tab stops for the body, centering information 

for headings, and actual number of data lines to be displayed per body 

template repetition are computed. 

The table is then produced. While looping through the data items, 

at each new frame, the report sends out the titles and footnotes and 

a few major liries; at each body template repetition the .module sends out 

the column headings and the tab stops for the body of the report. Each 

data item constitutes one line in a body template repetition which is 

encloded in a temporary buffer until it is complete. 
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V. The Distribution Module 

The distribution module transforms a set of data into a set of 

color codes to shade the map. 

There are three methods of generating colors from a data set in 

CARTE. Two of these merely divide the data into groups at given division 

points. This occurs when internal ranges are given or nominal data is 

used. The third, automatic distribution with rounding, should be selected 

when a user does not know where to divide the data. The algorithm is 

set to attempt an equal number of area items per division. This was 

chosen because it is a relatively simple yet informative method and in. 

the case of nearly equal areas, results in a neatly equal division of the map into 

shaded regions. It was decided that the usefulness of the mean or equal 

area approach did not outweigh the cost, especially because the rounding 

process, needed for a pleasing display, disturbs most diStributions anyway. 

Dividing data into equal groups is a straightforward task except in cases 

where the distribution is extremely skewed, in which case some arbitrary 

range must be imposed. 

In CARTE's algorithm, the data is first sorted into 100 bins by a 

simple transformation. Thus the smallest unit of the data space is 

effectively 1/lOOth. Then these bins are divided into an arbitrary number 

of subgroups, usually eight or less, the number being set by the user, 

thus generating an expected number of items/group. While cycling through 

the bins, a count is kept of the number of .items accumulated since 

beginning and since the last division was made. When the expected number 

of items is past a decision is made as to where to place the dividing line. 

After each such decision the expected number of items per subgroup is 
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recalculated from the number of items actually, allocated, and if needed, 

fewer subgroups are used. 

After transforming the calculated divis~on points back into the 

data space, the program procedes to round these into .. acceptab 1 e numbers 

for presentation on a map. The.user controls the number ()f significant 

digits to remain in each division (ns) and the range these digits are 

allowed to take over the set of division points (nmag). This second 

parameter insures that the division points will alL end in the same 

column. As an example, assume the division points calc1.1lated are: 

312, 6.711, 24.381, 78.172. 

With ns=2, nmag=3 these will be rounded to: 

.7, 6.7, 24;0, 78.0 

A maximum of two significant digits are allowed, but the first point 

is allowed only one because the divisions must fit in a three column 

range. If nmag = 2, then the result of rounding would be: 

1., 7., 24., 78. 

The process the program follows is to normalize all division points 

·to less than one, multiply by the calculated ns, add .5, fix the number 

,and multiply again by the adjusted normalization factor. In some cases 

the division boundaries will now be equal. These are then adjusted by 

the minimal allowable amount (given ns, nmag) and divisions are eliminated 

if the adjustements make them extend too far beyond the range of the data. 

The colors are then assigned to the data items, followed by the 

encoding of the division ranges into the display form (the color shade 

code)~ The minimal field width for the set of divisions is calculated 

and used, including space for commas in large numbers as needed. Also, 
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a histogram of the data as divided is automatically compiled and displayed. 

The shades or textures, stored in data item order, are then assigned 

to the polygons on the map file. There are two steps in this process. 

First each polygon is assigned its appropriate color. Then the polygon list 

is reordered so that all areas with the same color are grouped together. 

This enables the use of one film file, thus allowing an essentially unlimited 

number of shades, and requires random access to the map in the graphic output 

module. 

. . 
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VI. The Graphic Output Module 

The next_function step in CARTE is to put out the map image as 

specified on the appropriate files. There are two parts to this process: 
·.-'Y L' .. 

p1tting out 'ilrea outlines, labels and shading, and, ·creating the titles, 

legends and other cosmetics. 

A. Area Outlines, Labels, and Shading 

There are two cases to be considered here. The first is .that of 

cross-hatch mapping. In this case all of each· map is on one frame, but 

more importantly, the areas are in NICKEL format [2] . Thus for each area, 

for each map, the display file is generated from the stored map. The 

process is straightforward conceptually, bu~ the generation of shade 

lines relatively costly. It is the fact that the shading for an area 

will probably vary that requires us to store the map in its source form·'. 

The second case is for multi-color mask or dot maps. Here, in the setup 

phase, the display file for the entire map was generated and saved. Thus 

to generate an area's outline, labels, and shading; we have only to transfer 

its pre-generated display code to the ·color buffer with dot sizes being 

changed for dot maps. As can be expected, the cost of this method is much 

cheaper than that of cross-hatch. 

The effect of the color, generated by the distribution module, depends 

upon the type of map being produced. In the case of cross-hatch, the 

orientation and spacing of the shade lines is affected. In the case of 

mask, the choice of output frame is affected. In the case of dot, the choice 

of output frame :.and dot size is affected. 
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B. Creating Titles, Legends, and Other Cosmetics 

The titles and legends may vary from map to map~ Thus the display 

file for them must be generated each time. 

Every title is described internally by several characteristics: a 

centering point, character size and orientatio~ number of lines allowed 

below the centering point, width of' a line in characters, number of 

characters, and the text of the title. The titledrawing routine takes. 

this information and centers it below the given point, creating as many 

centered lines of' text (broken at blanks) as necessary. 

Drawing the legend is a bit mote complicated. The program is given 

an area in which to place the legend, the legend text, the text describing 

the color code, the allowable height and width range for the box for each 

color, and the alloWable range of' character sizes. Since the given 

legend area and/or the number of colors used, and/or text lengths may 

vary from map to map, the allocation of space within the legend box is 

recalculated f'or each map. 

The process is as follows: first, for maximum character size, 

enough space is allocated to draw the legend. Then with the remaining area, 

the program decides whether to place the color code and boxes in a 

row horizontally or vertically. Once this is decided, an estimate is made 

of the. unit width or height respectively (the space needed per interval). 

This estimate is then tested to see if the code and box for a cqlor can 

fit in. If not, the estimate is revised by changing the number of text 

lines allowed, the code and legend character size, and the box size Wltil 

a solution is reached or infeasibility is shown. The algorithm is set 

to maximize the size of' the individual color boxes. The area required 
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•., 
by the legends and color codes is derived by an inverse operation . . 
of the title drawing routine, i.e., given text, its display space is 

•. 

Once the space for each element within the legend box has .been 
' 

allocated, the elements are centered within the given area and drawn. 

If' so directed, the program will give the type ~f fit tried, tl:te text 

displayed, and the spacing information it computed • 

.•·: 
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VII. Data Structure and Memory Management 

For large maps, memory becomes a scarce resource. Thus CARTE 

minimizes its memory requirements by storing the map on auxiliary 

storage in a compact form (for screen type maps); by having the size 

of many of its working arrays determined at execution time; by swapping 

these working arrays in and out of memory as needed; and by using only 

as much small core memory and auxiliary storage as needed. 

A. Storing the Map 

A map in CARTE consists of a series of closed polygons, each 

describing an area that can be shaded. Accompanying the points for 

each polygon is a set of descriptors primarily for matching with the 

data and a set of labels or area names associated with that polygon. 

The set of polygons comprising a map is stored differently depending 

upon the type of map to be produced. In cross-hatch mapping, an image 

of the map input file is kept on disk thus allowing, for later modification 

of the map (e.g., further windowing, changing the viewport). This 

approach requires the calculation of shade lines for each map. In the 

case of screen type maps, the shade lines need be generated only once, 

so a different, less expensive, approach may be used. The approach is 

to create a graphical data structure as described by Newman and Sproull [3] . 

In this case, the raw map is no longer the data base, the display file 

created in the setupphase of the program is used as the data base for 

the map. This has two major advantages: it requires less space to store 

and the cost of generating a new display file for each map is eliminated. 

Its only disadvantage is that the map cannot be easily redesigned later in 

ill 

I 
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a run. 

In this approach, two blocks of memory are created for each polygon: 

one for labels and outline, one for shade lines. These display file 

blocks are stored in random access mass storage in sequence as generated. 

Since it is unpredictable whether or not the shading for a polygon .will be 

used on any given map, pointers and block lengths are kept for each block. 

The method of creating the graphical data structure is to save the 

contents of the. color buffer as the test frame for the COM is generated. 

This has the advantage of minimizing memory requirements during the 

creation and later generation of maps. This implies that when the 

display file block for a polygon's outline or shading is longer than the 

buffer size it is broken up into buffer loads. Thus· the array of map 

block pointers is an array of singly-linked lists of the buffer loads 

comprising a block. Figure 6 summarizes the structure of this array. 

It is organized so that the first buffer load (usually the only one) is 

accessed by the polygon number plus a constant. 
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Display code blocks for eacij polygon are 
described by two singly linked lists -

one for outlines and labels· · 

., 

: 
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B. The Dynamic and Fixed Length Structures 

The maps .·drawn by CARTE so far have ranged from 9. to 3100 polygons. 

Thus the size o{:.many arrays varies widely, and more importantly, would 

overflow memory:if kept in core at one time. For these a variable sized 

dynamic allocation was adopted. Other arrays, such as those for map 

and table titles, have small variation in size. These are kept at a fixed 

size. 

Figure 7 depicts the elements of CARTE's data structure. The terminal 

nodes of the tree comprise the major arrays of the program. 

The fixed length arrays are those under map and table cosmetics 

since these va:ry within small ranges. Also of fixed length is the array 

of polygon names, because the names and points for only one polygon at 

a time need be in core. The points array is variable because the 

maximum number of points needed can range·from ten to thousands. Thus 

including the points array there are ten arrays of variable sizes. 

The size of the variable data arrays is computed from the data set header 

card, while the size of the map arrays is computed from a preliminary pass 

through the mapfile in the setup module. The next section describes the 

management of the variable arrays. 
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Figure 7. DATA STRUCTURE OF CARTE 
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C. Memory Management 

Because th"e 'operations of the program are known, the management 
, ..... ·' 

I :.~(: ' ~: 

of memory is also known. Small core memory, where the current arrays 

are kept, is treated like a modified stack. Thus 'the two basic staCk 

operations are used: putting a block on top of the Stack, artd freeing 

the block on t~p of the stack. 

Any block in the stack is accessible and the operation of freeing 

a block low ort the stack frees all memory above it.· 

When a block of memory is created, a status flag indicates whether 

this is a place for new data or a place to put data .being saved in auxill~ry 

storage, in which case the block from auxiliary is moved into its new 

small core location. When a block of memory is freed, the status flag 

indicates one of three options: free the memory; move the block down to 

stack location x~ freeing all above; or free th~ memory, saving the 

block at the next available location in auxiliary storage. 

Thus, for each of the ten arrays, a block length, a small core 

address, anda large core address are maintained. The memory map in 

Figure 8 depicts the contents of SCM and auxiliary storage over time. 
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' Figure 8. HEHORY HAP FOR CARTE* OVER TH1E 
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D. Random Access Mass Storage 

The CARTE program is designed to make efficient use of random 
i-· 

access mass storage. On the CDC 7600 in use at LBL, this takes the 

form of 512,000 words of large core memory (LCM) and two 75 million 

word disk files. All processing takes place in 65,000 words of fast 

memory (called small core. memory or SCM), so CARTE transfers blocks 

of data between fast memory and auxiliary storage as required. Large 

core memory is always treated as a random access file,' with dynamic 

allocation o:f blocks of memory. In the case the data: structure 

overflows LCM, the program automatically switches to random access 

disk files. This combination of fast memory, large core memory and 

disk files allows CARTE to handle a wide range of map files in an 

efficient and cost-effective manner. Experience with the program 

has shown that' memory management is a necessary feature for a mapping 

program, since maps produced have ranged from nine areas with a few 

thousand points to over 3,000 areas with more than 100,000 points 

(over 200,000 words). 

' . ~ 
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VIII. The Symbol Mapping Nodule 

A. Introductory Considerations 

CARTE produces shaded maps. It was first designed for choropleth mapping, 

where geographic entities are accurately described by poiygons. Geographic en-

tities may also be points and lines. To shade point data it is necessary to 

represent each point by a symbol. (Lines can be shad~d by expanding them in 

width.) Shading point data is called symbol mapping. User-defined symbols, each 

defining a locality type, are placed at specified coordinates on a base map, 

and shaded according to the range of a common attribute. Examples are allocation 

of funding by type of sponsor and power output by type of generation facility. 

The placement and shading of a polygon presents no problem, but complica

tions arise if symbols are allowed to overlap. (In choropleth mapping non-

overlapping symbols are drawn.) If two symbols overlap, it must be decided which 

goes on top. Thus the conception of depth is added. Also, algorithms for gen-

eral polygon-polygon clipping are needed, so that just the visible portion of 

a symbol will be drawn and shaded. And an efficient means of storing and 

searching the already compiled portion of a map is needed, in order to determine 

if symbols do indeed overlap. 

A symbol may have many instances; it may be placed at many different 

places on the map. Each instance of a symbol may remain whole, become partitioned 

into fragments, of have holes (islands) added to it. This requires a flexible 

data structure for storing symbols. Also, a user may not know the.map coordinate 
..:;-

for a symbol. He may wish it to be placed anywhere within a geoarea. Thus, 

the program must be able to place the symbol in a suitable location. 

Experience has shown that it is useful to annotate each symbol. Thus some 

facility for generating (placing) symbol annotation must be"''provided. 

In the output phase, as in choropleth mapping, the data items are output 
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Figure 9. Basic Data Structure for Symbol Maps 
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in shade, not data item, order. An index pointing to all necessary information 

to draw and shade each symbol must be built. 

These considerations are built into the symbol mapping module of CARTE and 

will be discussed in more detail below. The basic data structure will be dis

cussed first, as it is the foundation upon which the algorithms are built. 

B. The Basic Data Structure 

The following sections describe the basic elements of the data structure 

·used in symbol mapping. They are basic in the sense that they are global to the 

compilation and output phase of producing a symbol map. 

1. Symbol Point Storage. A symbol may be defined by a collection of closed 

polygons a code defining its type, and a text definition .. The points of each 

user-defined symbol are Stored in a block which includes the radius of the symbol 

about the origin, and the actual points as a series of closed polygons, also rel

ative to the origin. This makes it easy to place a symbol anywhere on the screen 

and allows many data items to use the same symbol definition,· The radius simpli

fies checking for overlap. 

The outer edges of a symbol go in one direction while islands, or inner 

edges are indicated by a flag and go the other way, e.t., counter-clockwise on the 

outside, clockwise on the inside. This is essential for correct traversing of the 

symbols when clipping. 

The collection of basic symbol definitions is saved in RAMS until it is 

time to compile the symbol map. At this time they are loaded into dynamic memory 

allowing them to be treated in the same way as generated symbols by other parts of 

the data structure. Variations on the basic symbols generated by overlap are 

stored in the same manner as the basic symbols. They are stored at the next avail

able location in dynamic memory. 

2. Data Item Elements. Associated with each data item to be represented on 

the map are, as in choropleth mapping, a set of keys, a name, and a shade. Also 
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stored in data item order are symbol type code, and space for a symbol and label 

xy coordinate (to be generated if not already supplied). 

3. Structure for Searching the Map. The screen is partitioned into subareas, 

each larger than any permissible symbol radius. Each subarea of the screen is 

represented by a linked list of nodes indicating the data items placed in that 

subarea. As each .data item is placed a new node is added to the appropriate subarea 

list. 

A node consists of three parts -- the data item number, a pointer to the. 

points defining that instance of the appropriate symbol type, and a pointer to 

the next node on the list. The data item number acts as a pointer to the elements 

described in section 2. 

There may be data items which are not drawn. Thus the nodes are stored in 

dynamic memory interspersed with points for new symbols. 

4. The Index .. The index consists simply of pointers to the appropriate node 

locations in dynamic memory. These pointers are stored in data item order. 
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J C. Algorithms 

1. Overview. The process of producing a symbol map is divided into two 

phases- that of compilation and that of output. This enables the production of 

more than one map, i.e. different shading, from one compilation. Figure 10 shows 

a flow chart of the compilation phase, which is described in sections 2-5. This 

condensation allows the compilation phase to be relatively costly, since it is 

performed only once. The clipping algorithm also can be relatively costly, since 

it is executed fpr just a small subset of cases. 

2. Depth. Selection by depth forms the outermost loop of the compilation 

module. Depth is defined by symbol type in order of definit·ion. Thus if symbol 

type 1 to n are stacked on top of each other, symbol 1 will be completely visible, 

while symbol n will be least visible. 

This means all data items with symbol type 1 are compiled first, all those 

with symbol type n last. If two symbols of the same depth (i.e. type) overlap, 

the one compiled first will be most visible. 

3. Symbol Center and Label Coordinate Generation. In some cases, the symbol 

is to be placed anywhere within a polygon from the base map. Thus the symbol center 

must be generated. After finding the appropriate base map area by matching keys, 

the program shadesthe area finding feasible regions in the same manner as automatic 

label placement. These regions are tried until one with no overlap is found. If 

no such region exists, then the symbol center is the center of the rectangle 

circumscribing the area. 

Label coordinates, if not supplied, are created so that the item name will 

appear one character width to the right or left of its symbol. 

4. Searching the Map. After being transformed from data to screen space, 

the symbol center is combined with the points of its basic symbol type. These 

absolute points are used by the clipping algorithm. Using the radius of the symbol, 

part of the already compiled map is searched for overlap. 
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Figure 10. Overview of Symbol Compilation Phase 
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The node lists for at most 9 subareas are traversed (the one the symbol 

center falls into and the eight surrounding). Since the screen is partitioned into 

100 subareas, thissearch includes at most 1/10 of the screen. The surrounding 

subareas must be checked because, even though the new symbol center falls in only 

one subarea, its points may overlap into others, and symbols centered in other 

subareas may overlap into the subject's subarea. 

For each node, the circle described by its center and radius is compared 

with the circle described by the new symbol's center and radius. If the circles 

. overlap, it is probable that there is symbol overlap and the clipping routines 
·;) 

are activated. Only then are the points of the old symbol loaded. 

This method provides a quick and efficient means of searching the map .. · When 

the search is complete, a new node is added to the appropriate subarea list _and 

the symbol points stored, if clipping occurred. An entry into the index for that 

data item is also made. 

5. The Clipping Algorithm. When the probability of overlap has been estab-

lished, a four step algorithm is followed to clip the new symbol so that it con-

forms to the boundaries of the already compiled symbol. A symbol is here defined 

as a set of one or more fragments (closed polygons representing outer edges), and 

zero or more islands (closed polygons representing inner edges).. The four steps 

are -- build a relation table, compute intersection points, traverse the symbols, 

and compose the clipped symbol. 

First a relation table is built, indicating precisely the type or relation 

that holds between each component of a new (subject) and old (object) symbol. 

There are four possibilities -- S inside 0; S outside, enclosing 0; S outside, 

disjoint from 0; and S intersecting 0. These relations are determined by testing 

each point of each component of S against the points of each component of 0, using 

the Shrimrat Straddle algorithm described in the paper, Point in Pol_y~_f!. __ ~lK<?!"i_~Ems 
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by HRP Ferguson. If S is outside 0, the reverse test of each point of the.o 

component with respect to the.S component is required to determine enclosure of 

disjointness. 

Next, all intersections for the two symbols are computed. , This step uses 

the point-slope method of computing intersection points between llne segments. 

To facilitate traversing, each intersection point is represented as: x, y, its 

S line, its 0 line, and a status flag indicating whether ornot it is active. 

With this information and the different orientations of inner and outer 

edges, the symbols are easily traversed, generating fragments and/or composite 

symbols. The most difficult part of the traversing algorithm is finding the 

correct point to start the traverse. An intersection point must be found which 

can act as the origin of an S line segment. This .is done by testing the midpoint 

of the line segment formed by a prospective intersection point and the next. S ver-

tex as to whether it is outside the 0 component the intersection point was generated 

from. 

Once a .correct starting point has been found, the algorithm is as follows: 

1. Follow S (in line direction) until next intersection point. 

2. Follow 0 (oppos'ite line direction) until next .intersection point. 

3. If not starting point, go to 1. 

4. Compute next starting point, if any, and go to 1. 

Finally comes the step of composing the clipped symbol from the collec-

tion of original S and 0 edges and the polygons generated by traversing. This 

task is made easy by the relation table. The algorithm is as follows: 

1. ENTER all components of S not inside the outer edge(s) of 0. 

2. ENTER al.l components of S inside or intersecting an inner edge of 0. 

3. ENTER all components of 0 inside an outer edge of S and outside all 
inner edges of S. 

For this procedure to~ork, two things are needed. First, the identity of each 
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EXAMPLES)OF POLYGON CLIPPING 

Before G lipping 

After Traversing 

After Composing 

\ 

After Traversing After Composing 

(~ 
\,_I 

Note changes in line orientation 
and edge starting point pro
duced· by algorithm 

~ Line Orientation 

0 Edge Starting Point 
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- - ' - t S and 0 component and polygon generated by traversing must be known.. This can be 

done simply by keeping a list of pointers to the current use(s) of each component, 

updated during the traverse. In complex cases, several components can be used 

in one generated polygon, or one component can be split into several polygons. 

Second, the ENTERing procedure must perform several additional functions 

besides simply entering points. It must make_sure all uses of a component are 

entered, deactivate all components used, and preserve line orientation. Any 

outer edge of 0 will become an inner edge and any inner edge of 0 will become an 

outer edge of the composed symbol, if entered. 

The process of composing a clipped symbol is illustrated in figure ll. 

The composed symbol replaces the original symbol being processed and the program 

moves on to the next node on the. sector list. 

An interesting feature of the algorithm is that inner edges do not have to 

be associated with their enclosing outer edge's. The program must simply know 

whether each component is an outer or inner edge. This is because symbols are 

considered as a whole both in the clipping algorithm and in the output phase of the 

program. 

6. Producing the Map. Once the compilation phase is complete, the symbol 

map can be produced for many different sets-of data values·.. Because output is on 

only one film file, two passes'must be made through the data structure. 

The first pass draws the symbol outlines. The program simply passes 

through the dictionary, drawing each component of each symbol separately. Names are 

also drawn during this pass. 

The second pass produces the shading. First the shades are processed to 

produce a list indicating which data items are to be drawn for each color frame. 

Then, as each data item index is encountered, the appropriate dictionary entry is 

accessed, and, through the node, all points and the center 'for that ~ymbol are 

combined and passed to the shading algorithm which generates the correct shading. 
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Figure 12. OUTPUT PHASE DATA STRUCTURE FOR SYMBOL MAPS 
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D. Added Directives 

For the functions described above• to be made available to the user, two 

(only) directives were required: One for defining symbol types, and one for 
~ i : ,_. • 

plotting a symbol legend. They are: 

*USER-"DEFINED SYMBOL, code, text def, Nl, points, N2, points .... 
outer edge, 1st inner edge, etc. 

*VERTICAL SYMBOL LEGEND, N, xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax 
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Map and Table Exa~les 

. 1. u.s. by State (color) 

2. u.s. by County (color) 

3. u.s. by SMSA (color) 
.. 

4. Denver base and inserts (color) 

5. Upper Mississippi (cross hatch) 

6. Prime Sponsor Symbol Map (color) 
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MAP 2 - Allocation of State Government Portion of CETA 
Title II Funds For Public Service Employment - FY 197 4 
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TABLE 2 - ALLOCATION OF STATE GOVERNMENt PORTION 1 PAGE 3 

OF CETA TITLE II FUNDS FOR PUBLIC SERVICE EMPLOYMENT - FV 197~ 
RUN DATE 03/01/15 

U.S. OEPAn•ENT OF LAlOR 
"ANPOWER AO.INISTRATION 

Alabama 
A I ask a 
Arizona 
Arkansas 
California 
Colorado 
Connecticut 
Delaware 

STATE 

District Of Columbia 
Florida 
Georgia 
Hawaii 
Idaho 
I IIi no i s 
Indiana 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Maine 
Maryland 
Massachusetts 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
Mississippi 
Missouri 
Montana 
Nebraska 
Nevada 

UNITED STATES BV STATE 

TOTAL 
ALLOCATION 
(DOLLARS) 

L+79,L+65 
1,8L+2.,989 

HO ,500 
852., 7H 

5,2.12.,978 
2.05,078 
769,000 

1,2.66,312. 
2., 2.58,500 
2.,91L+,L+OO 

2.73,353 
738,350 

1,996,800 
1,379,359 
1,2.2.1,56L+ 

L+9L+,300 
0 

2.,2.36,856 
3,915,830 
2., 771,077 

909,36L+ 
10,8L+9,185 

L+,8L+5,776 
f+,793,02.3 

702.,000 
3H,600 

1,860,2.00 
0 

L+73, 759 

STATE 

New Hampshire 
New Jersey 
New Mexico 
New York 
North Caro I ina 
North Dakota 
Ohio 
Oklahoma 
Oregon 
Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 
South Carol ina 
South Dakota 
Tennessee 
Texas 
Utah 
Vermont 
Virginia 
Washin~ton 
West VIrginia 
Wisconsin 
Wyoming 

Puerto Rico 
A.Samoa-Guam-Trust Territories 
Vir~in Islands 
Indian Reservations 

1. FUNDS TO BE ADMINISTERED BV STATE GOVERNMENT FOR BALANCE OF STATE AREA 

MEDIAN ALLOCATION BV STATE 

MEAN ALLOCATION BV STATE 

$ 1,368,000 

$ 1,963,000 

LAWRENCE &ERKELEV LIII&ORATORV 
UNIVERSITV OF CIIILIFORNU 

TOTAL 
ALLOCATION 
(DOLLARS) 

311,2.H 
1,019,1'+'+ 
1,330,'+79 
5 1 576 I 351 

0 
1,368,'+00 
2.,7tt1,000 

9'+7,05'+ 
2.,5'+'"+,2.93 
2.,0L+9,72.2. 
2.,038,887 
1,2.00,383 

0 
1,33'"+,332. 

9H,039 
1,85'"+,100 
1,552.,2.79 
1,779,81'"+ 
5,32.1,565 
3,2.61,6'"+9 
'"+,'"+96,52.0 

0 

10,677,698 
3L+5,300 
2.L+6,700 

1,855,000 
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PAGE 5 
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TABLE '3 ALLOCATION OF TOTAL CETA TITLE II FUNDS 

TOTAL 
ALLOCATION 
(DOLLARS l 

ur: 023 

FOR PUBLIC SERVICE E~PLOV~ENT 

UNITED STATES SV COUNTY 

FY 19Jlt 

PERCENT STATE AND CDUNTV TOTAL PERCENT STATE AND COUNTY 
OF ALLOCATION OF 

NATION (DOLLARS l NATION 

~ 

N 

N 

D 

D 

0 
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PAGE 6 
RUN DATE 03/01/U 

LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABDAATOAV 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

TOTAL PERCENT 
ALLOCATION OF' 
<DOLLARS l NATION 

2~639~'1'10 . T2 



U S DEPART~NT OF L~BOR 
"~NPOWER AD"INISTRATIDN 

STATE AND COUNTY 

Ar11strong 
a •• .,, ... 
hdford 
Inks 
Blel r 
luekt 
Butler 
Ce11br 1 • 
Cuban 
Chester 
ClarIon 
Clinton 
Cr••iord 
Cu11ber land 
Deuphln 
Del•••r• 
Er le 
Feyeth 
Forest 
Fr uk II n 
Fulton 
Huntingdon 
lndlena · 
Leek•••ruu 
Lencester 
Le•rence 
Lebenon 
Lehl gh 
liUII"I'II 

Lyco•lng 
fllercu· 
fllontgo•ery 
North upton 
Perry 
Ptllledelt~hle 
SchuylkIll 
Sa11eraet 
Vuunga 
Wu·ren 
Wuhlngton 
Wetttlorelend 
Vork 
Balence Of Penntyh•enle 

RHODE ISL~ND 
Providence 
Balence Of Rhode Is lend 

SOUTH C•ROLIN• 
Stat.• I de ttl 

SOUTH O~KOTA 
lelence Of South Dekote 

TENNESSEE 
Devl dson 
Hullton 
Kno• 
She I by 
Sui I Inn 
Balence Of Tenness11 

TEX•S 
llrensas 
Archer 
Ar•stl'"ong 
AtltCOSI 
Bendere 
Butrop 
lay lor ... 
Bell 
a ..... 
Bosque 
Bo•l• 
Br lseoe 
Brooks 
Burnet 
Cal d•all 
C•••rort 
Car sort 
Cut.-o 
Chlld.-us 

i~ 

TABLE 3 - ALLOCATION OF TOTAL CETA TITLE II FUNDS 
FOR PUBLIC SERVICE EMPLOYMENT - FY 19J~ 

PAGE 7 

RUN o•TE 03/0IIn 

TOTAL 
ALLOC~TION 
( DOLL~RS l 

125,01~ 
U"'.,IJOO 
192, 33• 
110,130 
15,,8410 
.. 20, 636 
12.6,000 
10, ,l't5 
81,500 

0 
"', ,00 

381J., .. 32 
210,300 

0 
... 1,200 
505,666 

3T, 600 
528, 00' 

0 
0 

192, 33~ 
2.92., 33 .. 

T1 I 300 
111,491 
H,9n 

34fT ,Oit6 
0 
0 

89~,1U 
111,111 
365 1 81tT 
32T, 600 

0 
0 

6,32T,U .. 
612., ,., 
2'18, 701 

0 
0 

337,365 
1,183,483 

. '10,000 
2,0 .. ,, 722 

2, 688,691 
6'191 80'1 

2,038,117 

1 I 200 I 383 
1 I 200 I 383 

0 
0 

1,0~0, T32 
6712.00 

0 
33,700 
~25,500 

0 
1 I 33 .. I 332 

6.1 IJ2't, 732 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

TU,OOO 
0 
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0 
0 
0 
0 
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0 
0 
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PERCENT 
OF 

NATION 

.~ 
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.~ 
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.IT 

·" .~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.u 
.01 
.56 

·" .18 

·" 
.» 
.» 
.~ 
.~ 

.56 

.~ 

.~ 

.01 

.IT 

.~ 

.» 
1.n 
.~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.00 
.00 
. 00 
.II 
.~ 
.~ 
.~ 

UNITED STATES BY COUNTY 

STATE ~NO CO~NTV 

Clay 
Co Ill ngs•o.-th 
Coaal 
Co.-yall 
Cott Ia 
Dallu 
Deaf Salth 
Oonhy 
Ouul 
El Paso 
Falls 
Fayette 
Fo ... d 
F.-eestone 
FrIo 
Galveston 
&lllupla 
s.-ay 
Quade I up a 
Hall 
Haallton 
Hansfo.-d 
H ... daaan 
Hardin 
HarrIs 
H.,.t lay 
Hayt 
Haaphlll 
HI del go 
Hill 
Hutchinson 
Jacll: 
Jefferson 
Jla Walls 
Karnes 
Kendall 
Kenedy 
ICarr 
ll:labtrg 
Laapasas 
L .. 
Llaastone 
Llpscoab 
Lin Oall: 
Llano 
Me lennan 
Pllcaullen 
fladl ne 
fU lea 
fill Is 
flontague 
Nueces 
0 ldh•• 
Oraftge 
Paraer 
Potter 
Randall 
Rafutl o 
Robertt 
San Patricio 
San Saba 
S•lsher 
Tarrant 
Travl s 
Webb 
Wheeler 
WIchita 
WIJb.,.ger 
Withey 
Wllllaason 
WII son 
Young 
Balance Of Te•u 

UTAH 
State• I de ttl 

YER~NT 
Balance Of Veraont 

YIRGINI~ 
Alleghany 
Arllnoton 

TOTAL 
ALLOCATION 
(DOLLARS l 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

't7 ,600 
0 
0 
0 

~00. 300 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

11 1 .. 6,500 
0 
0 
0 

813,172 
0 
0 
0 

308,500 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

63,500 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

38'1, 000 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

186,600 
0 

59"t, 858 
0 
0 
0 

25,200 
0 
0 
0 

91'1,039 

1, 85'1, 100 
1,85'1, 100 

1,552,279 
1,552,219 

3,329,672 
0 

73.,-ltOO 

PERCENT 
OF 

NATION 

. 00 

.00 

. 00 

.~ 

.~ 

.01 

.~ 

.~ 

. 00 

.I~ 
. 00 
.00 
. 00 
.~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.00 
. 00 
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. 00 
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. 00 
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.~ 

.00 
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. 00 
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. 00 
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.~ 
. 00 
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.~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.00 
.~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.I~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.00 
. 01 
. 00 
.00 
.~ 
.25 

.50 

. 50 

.. 't2 
.• 2 

. 91 

. 00 
02 

STATE AND COUNTV 

Botetourt 
Chesterfield 
Cr al g 
Frank II n 
Gooch land 
Hanova.-
HenrI co 
Is Ia Of WrIght 
Juu City 
Ne• Kent 
Po•hatan 
Prince Wllllu 
Roanoke 
South upton 
Vod: 
Aluand.-la tlnd City] 
Chesap"ka tlnd Cltyl 

~! ~ i!;;o ~0~ r~d [~ ~~y ~I ty l 
Falrfu tlnd Cltyl 
Hupton tlnd Cltyl 
Na•po.-t Neu tlnd City l 
Norfolk Unci Cltyl 
Portuouth [lnd Cltyl 
Rlchaond [lnd C\tyl 
Ro~noh tlnd Cltyl 
Sal•• tlnd Cltyl 
Suffolk Unci Clt!l 
VIrginia hath t nd Cltyl 
Wllllusbu.-g tlnd Cltyl 
lalanca Of VIrginia 

WASHINQTON 
Clerk 
Kl ng 
Kit sap 
PI ere• 
Snohoal sh 
Spokane 
Vaklaa 
lelance Of Wuhlngton 

WEST VIR&INIA 
Stateal da tCl 

WISCONSIN 
Dana 
Fond Du Lac 
ICanosha 
lllll•auk .. 
Outaga•la 
Ozaukee 
Reel na 
Roell: 
Wal•o.-th 
Wuhl ngton 
Waukasha 
WI nnabago 
8alenca Of Wisconsin 

WVO"ING 
Balance Of Wyoalng 

PUERTO RICO 
ll'ayagun lllunlclplo 
Ponca ll'unlclplo 
San Juan P\unlclplo 
Balance Of Pue.-to Rico 

L.WRENCE BERKELEV L•BOR•TORV 
UNIVEASlTV OF CIILlFOANU 

T1JTAL 
ALLOCATION 
(DOLLARS) 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

53.300 
0 
0 
0 

91,500 
2.28, OO.If 
't85 ,810 
2't't,658 
21f6' 282 

0 
0 

126,,00 
0 
0 

1, 779 ,81.1f 

14f,O'H,201 
0 

3, 791,618 
.tlt21, 7!56 

1,562,30-lt 
982,2.'t.lt 
997 ,2.9't 

1 ,020,51'!5 
5,32.1,565 

3,2b1,6't't 
3,2bl, • .lt9 

6, 't26, 't12 
0 
0 
0 

1, 713,300 
0 
0 

108, 7't2 
555,300 

0 
0 
0 

53,000 
.. , 't96, 520 

16,376,891 
~H,IH 

1,.1t75, 106 
3,601,929 

10,677,698 
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OF 
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. 00 
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.15 
.00 
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. 01 

l. 22 

. 00 

. 00 

.lt . .lt5 
. IT 
.• o 
. 98 
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A. S~"OA-QUA"-TRUST TERRITORIES 

VIRGIN ISLANDS 

31f5' 300 

2 .. 6, 700 

1,855,000 
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TABLE '+ 
FOR 

ALLOCATION OF TOTAL CETA 

U.S. DEPAnMNT Of LAlOR 
111\ANPOWER ADII\INlSTRfi!TlON 

UNITED 

PUBLIC 

STATES BV 

SERVICE EMPLOYMENT 

STANDARD METROPOLITAN 

s"sA 

UNITED STATES S"SA TOTAL 

Nu Vork, Ny -NJ 
Los Angeles-Long Baaeh,Ca. 

~~: ~ =~= i·!~: ~. P a-NJ. 
Detroit, Mich. 
Su Franc I sea -Oak land, Ca. 
Wuh I ngton ,De -JIId-Va. 
Boston,P'Iass 
Nuuu- Suffolk Ny. 
St.Louis fllo-111. 
Plttsburg,Pa. 
Dallu-Fort Worth,Tex. 
Baltl•ora, Jlld. 
Clnaland,Ohlo 
Na1ark, NJ· 
Houston Tax. 
Ml nnupo I I s-St Paul •"'' nn-Wit. 
Atlanta Ga. 
Seattle Everett Wuh. 
Anahai•-St Ana-&ndan Srova,Ca 

~: !:~~::;(~ 1 ~ht o-Ky-Ind. 
San Dlago, Ca. 
Buffalo, Ny. 
Kansu City ,fllo-Kansu 
Ml .. l,Fia. 
Danur-Bouldar, Colo. 
Rlvertlda-Su Barn-Onterlo,Ca. 

lndlanapolls,Ind. 
Tupa-St Pahnburg,Fia. 
San Jose,Ca. 
Ne•Orleens, La. 
Coluabus, Ohio 
Putlend, Oreg-Wuh. 
Phoenh, Ariz. 
Ro c:he ster, Ny. 
Prov I denc:e .War•ll: -P•tll:t, R I .fllleu 

Sen Antonlo,Tell. 
lout avllle, Ky-Ind. 
Deyton,Ohlo 

flleaphl s, Tenn-Arll:-fllllu. 
Sec:reaento,Ce. 
A I beny -Sc:heuc:t edy- Troy ,Ny. 
Blralnghea,Aie. 
To hdo,Ohlo-flll c:h. 
Greensboro-Win Sal-High Pt,Nc:. 

Hertford, Conn. 

~:!! ¥ ~~~: -~!! f ;~::: ~ ~ ~!~h. 
Oll:leho•• City, Dll:la. 
Norfo 111:-Ya Buc:h-Prtuth, Va-Ne: 

Aleron, Ohio 
Syrec:uta 1 Ny 
Gery-H•••ond-Eut Chi c:ego, Ind. 
Hono lulu,H•••II 
Northaest Pannsy I venia 
Jec:honvllla, Fla. 
Fort leudardala-Ho lly•ood

1
Fie. 

~~~:~to~~~ '~t:i ha.£uto n 1 P • • NJ 

N lrunulc:II:-Prth A•-Syrvlla
1

NJ 

Char loth-Gutonla,Nc:. 
Tulsa,Oiela. 
Rl c:h•ond, Va. 
Sprl ngf Ia I d-Chl c:-Ho l,fllless-Conn 

IOEDUN ALLOCATION BV S"SA 

fltEAN ALLOCATION BY SlltSA 

TOTAL 
ALLOCATION 
(DOLLARS) 

2.51,12.5,601 

20,938,004 
20 I 086

1 
36ft 

5,321,300 
10,Uft.,ft66 
20 I 'f16.1 401 
11,1'8,577 

2, 730,27. 
5,,80,673 
1.,1f'fll 700 
3,811, ''3 
.. I 35ft I 688 

23'f I 200 
518,400 

31353,148 
3,68't,53'f 
1 ,l't6,500 
2, O~'t., 'tOO 

'31,2'8 
If I 773 I 862 
117691800 
1,1131300 
1 I 630 I 22ft 
61829,161 
5,8851857 

89,200 
7721173 
't06, 500 

3, T30,288 

1, 52J' 8T2 
~31, 100 

1 I 506 I 2'f3 
2.1 47T I 305 

'tT!J I 900 
't82, 6'fl 
T63,281 
6T2,5T3 ,,.,I 80't 

726' 000 
311,000 
'f3't, 30T 

0 
62J ,,00 

2 1'tTO.,'t'51 
716,154 
't51, 671 

1,2't0,000 
85,000 

l,O:It't 1600 
1,854,100 

6T ,200 
25TI533 
T831 768 

460 I TOO 
1131 TO!J 
!JOO I 300 

2, OT'f I 382 
1,6681718 

2't5 I 000 
'tT8.,'t36 

31033,866 
132,000 

1,21T,800 

0 
282,600 
2ft6 I 282 

1,282, 'fOO 

PERCENT 
Of 

NATION 

100.00 

8 .3~ 
8.00 
2.12 
ft.06 
8. 35 
'1..46 
1.09 
2.38 

·" l.5't 
I. 73 

.09 

. 21 
1. 3't 
L4T 
.~6 

.81 

.31 
I. 90 

.70 

.68 

.n 
2.12 
2.3~ 
.0~ 
. 31 
.u 

L't9 

.61 

.IT 

.60 

·" .19 
.19 
. 30 
.27 
.26 

. 29 

.13 

. 37 

.00 

. u 

. 98 
• 29 
. 18 
.. 19 
.03 

.• 02 
:11 
.03 
.10 
.31 

.18 

.28 

.20 

.83 

.u 

.10 

.19 
1.21 

:0, 

.. ft8 

.00 

. II 

.10 

.51 

• 216,300 

• 930,100 

SMSA 

O•aha, Ntbr-lo•a 
Brtnd R1plds 1 fltlc:h. 

~~~:~:~~:~:Werr an 1 OhIo 

:~!:~:r!~:~~:!;t:~b:~~ sc:. 
Pahr10n-CIIfton-Puuf c: ,N;. 
long Branch-Asbury Perk, Nj 
Or lando ,FIt. 
Laulng-Eut l•nslng,l'llc:h. 
Rahlgh-Durha•,Ne. 
N•• Haven-West Haven,Conn. 
Fresno 1 Ce. 
Taco••, W1sh. 
Harrisburg Pa. 

Knoniiii,Ttnn. 
lrldgaport 1 Conn. 
Cantan,Ohlo 
Wlehlt•,Kens. 
fltobllt,Aie. 
Oanare-Sial Y•llay-Ventura,Ce. 
laton Rougt,lt. 
Wor caster 1 llt111. 
Chattanoog•, Ttnn-&t. 
Davtnport-Rocll: hl-lltol,ln-111. 

Fort Wayne,Ind. 
El Pan, Tall. 
Tueion, Aria. 
Wut Pal• ltteh-loea Reton,Fia 
lteuaont-Port Arthur-Oreftgt 1 TII 
Peorlt,I·IJ. 
Utlu-Ro•t,Ny. 
Cherluton,Se. 
Shrtvtport 1 Le. 
A I buqutrqut, N.fiiJa•. 
Na•port Na•• -Ha•pton, Yt. 
Yorii:,Pt. 
lahr.fltld, Ca. 
Llttlt Rocii:-No Little Roc:II:,Arll: 

~:~:~:, !:s; . 
Ltnc:ut.ar 1 Pa. 
Ott lltolnu,Io•• 
Tranton,NJ. 

:!:J~:;t~:. My-Pt . 

"•dlson,Wls . 
Stoell:ton,Ca • 
Spoll:tna,Wuh . 

~:::! :r~~=--~:: ~ •;:: W. Yt -Ky -Oh 
Corpus Chrf stl, Tu. 
Hunts•lllt,Aie 
South land- Ind. 
App hton-Othll:osh,Wls. 
Auguste,&•-Sc:. 
Lu Vag•• N••. 
Roell:ford,lll. 

~=~ ~;:~~:;::r:~~:i:!.w1 .. 
Stt lerbar•-St Plarle-Lo•poe,C• 
Erla,Pe. 
Johnsto•n Pa. 
Jedtson lit Iss. 
Ceuranc:a-Heurhlll 1 f11Jus-Nh. 
Kel•••zoo -Portage ,filii eh. 
Cherhston,w.v •• 

~=~ ~! ;; ~: !~ ~: f ~~ ~ ~Nap•, Ce. 
Sh II nu -Saul de-"ont1ray, Ct. 
Pansacoh, Fit. 
Na• London-Nor•! eh Conn-Rl. 
K I ngsport-lr I sto I, Tann- Ve. 
Color1do Sprlngs,Colo. 
Colu•but,61-AI1 . 
Ann Arbor, fiiJieh. 
fllltlbourha-Titutvllla-Coc:o•,Fla 
Llkal•nd-Winhr Hn1n.FI1. 

TOTAL 
ALLOCATION 
(DOLLARS) 

989.1 'tOO 
2 1 2'f7 ,lf'tT 

7201100 
5,202.,2.08 
1,256,312 

0 
2.1295,5'10 
1,1571100 

't21 I 100 
l,B't3, TOB 

0 
685,317 

1 I 660 1 8'12 
1, '562, 30't 

'tl ,zoo 

6b I 600 
1 ,3'1t.,IAt33 

20T I 500 
131 I 800 
3•3' 391 ,,. .. , e.oo 
613' 880 
253,938 

2.9 I 100 
16,600 

0 
600,300 

98,'500 
73't, 300 
308 I 500 
118,2.00 
1'tO,U't 
3't'f,800 
173,8'19 
528, ll't 
319,,0. 
..o;ooo 

5.94, 905 
0 
0 

16,_'f00 
Tft I 'fT'f 
82, 9oo 

465 I 109 
152,'100 
110,130 

0 
1 I 3ftft I 328 

9'fT, 29't 
lf2'fl581 
170,500 
38'1, 000 

't!S,2.T!S 
't9 ,200 
53,000 

106, TOO 
1,135,3'17 

13T,900 
..1,200 

'fTO I 32't 
2T7 I 600 

37 I 600 
357 ,8't6 
1.8,000 
275, lOt. 
3'tft, T62. 
2.'f1,8l'f 
1T3,'f00 
319, •oo 
72't.,'t3'1 
102,300 

31,000 
0 

107' 300 
0 

1, OTZ, 560 
1,2861 T21 

890 I 300 

• 

TITLE II FUNDS PAGE 10 

FV 197'+ 
RUN DATE Ol!alln 

STATISTICAL AREA LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY 
UNI VERSITV OF CALIFORNU 

PERCENT 
Of 

NATION 

. 39 

. 89 

. 29 
2. 07 
.,0 
.00 
. 91 

··"' .17 
. 73 
.00 
.21 
.66 
.62 
.02 

. 03 

.5. 

. 08 

. 05 

.I. 

.26 

.2• 

.10 

.01 

.03 

.00 . ~ 

.~ 

.29 

.12 

·" .29 
. I. 
. 07 
. 21 
. 13 
.~ 
. ~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.~ 
. 03 . ~ 
.19 
.~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.~ 

·" .11 

·" .15 
.~ 
.02 
.~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.~ 
• 02 
. 39 
.II 
. 01 
.10 
.06 
.II 

·.1 .. 
. 12 
.07 
.15 
.29 
.~ 
.01 
.~ 
. ~ 
.~ 
.Q 
.51 
.~ 

SMSA 

Jllac:on, Ga. 
Hullton-JIIIddl•to•n,Ohlo 
Jllontgo••ry ,Ala. 

~:~r~::·~~~~:"Y· 
lo•tll,l'lus-Nh. 
Wahrbury 

1 
Conn. 

Eug1n1-Sprl ngf l1l d,Or•g. 
F•y•ttnlli•,Nc:. 
ll .. ,Ohlo 
Savenn1h

1
G1. 

Stanford
1

Conn. 
Senta Rou,Ce. 
Ro•nok•, V•. 
l'lodttto, C1. 
Sprlngfl•ld,Ohlo 
Sel••,Ortg. 

=::~:!~ 9P~~~::~~: ~burg, Tt•. 
Toptlee,Kent. 
Blttll Crule,JIIIc:h. 
lubboc:k,Tttll, 

~~;~:~~:~:~~~::~n Hal ghts,flll c:h 

Atltntlc Clty,NJ· 
Sprlngfl•ld 1 lll. 
Rulni

1
Wls.· 

Port l•nd, fllal,ne 
61lnston-Teus Clty,Tu. 
Fall Rlver

1
f!'Ut-RI. 

Dayton• luc:h,fll. 

~f~~:Y:::!:;~o . 
Staubenv I lit -WI I rton ,OhIo -W, V1 
Chupel gn- Urbln• .R antou I, Ill 
Ctdor A1plds,Io•• 
N•• ledford,fll•ss 
Athevlll• 1 Nc . 
Fort Salth,Arii:-Oiela . 
lllui-Gulfport,llll ss 
Klllun-Ta•pl1

1
Tu . 

Brun Bay,WI 1. 
Brockton fltus . 
Parhrsbur g-lllar leth ,W. Va-Oh I o 
Weco, T••. 
Llll:t Char lts,La. 
Ne• lrltaln 1 Conn. 
Yakl•a 1 Wuh . 
A•arllloTa• 
Jeckson,lltl eh. 
lronnsvllla-Hari-S•n Benlto,T• 

Andarson,Ind 
Provo-Or••, Utah. 
Altoon•, P1. 
St.Cioud,flllnn. 
ly ne a burg Vt. 
Wahrloo-Ctd.r Falls,Jo•• 
llt1neh1ttar ,Nh. 

=!~ ::~:~ ~ ~ 6~~ 0 
Wlc:hlte Faii•,Tu. 
fltunel•, lnd 
P•tarsburg-Col Hgh-Hp••II,Va 

Fayettnl lie-SprIngdale, Ark. 
Nor••IIC 1 Conn 
Nor••IIC,Conn 
D•c:•tur,IIl. 
Anchorage, A lull: 1 
S1nte Cru~,Callf. 
Abilene Tu 
VI ntland-lltlll v lle-8r I dgaton,NJ 

A1no,Nav 
S•rasota,FI1 . 
Fergo-lltoorhud,N Dtle-flllnn. 
Clulltvlli•-Hopkl navlllt, Tn-Ky 
PUtblo,Colo. 
Kenosha, Wit. 

TOTAL 
ALLOCATION 
(DOLLARS) 

0 
51ft, 000 

0 
73, lfOO 

1 I 153,'tlfl 
5'fl,800 
320,100 
e.ae., 3't'f 

281200 
191

1 
'tOO 

0 
290,500 

1,01f'4,513 
0 

\I 10't 1 6)e. 

20'f I 820 
7.'f't, O'H 

37 I 533 
813,172 
13'1,800 
50CJ I '450 

27 I 200 
765 ,'t63 

'+31 900 
8881'119 
58' 500 

108,792 
57,500 

0 
3•3, TOO 
't08 I 100 

0 
0 

68 ;000 
0 
0 

5'19,'100 
0 
0 

1081100 
0 

1't3, 705 
'107 I 'f83 

37' 533 
63,500 

338,.ttn 
26'f,ll2 

1,02.0,515 
0 

1191900 
'tl\ I 902 

'tl'tl'tl!S 
0 

159 I 8't0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

67,300 
219,350 

0 
0 
0 

0 
12T I 000 
121,000 

61.,'100 
112.

1 
e.51 

1 1H,!S8'f 
0 

702,005 

.... o, 300 
52,600 

0 
0 

1•0, 100 

PERCENT 
Of 

N1UION 

.~ 

.~ 

.~ 

.03 

.• 6 

.~ 

. 13 

.21 

. 01 

.» 

.00 

. 12 

.u 

.~ 

.68 

.» 

.n 

.01 

.n 

.~ 

.~ 

.01 

. 30 

.~ 

.~ 

.~ 

.~ 

.~ 

.~ 

.1. 

.16 

.~ 

.~ 

.03 

. 00 

.~ 

.u 

.~ 

.~ 

.~ 

.~ 

.~ 

. 16 

.01 

.03 

.13 

.II 
.... 1 
.~ 

.~ 

. 16 

.17 

.00 

.06 

.00 

.00 

.00 

.00 

.03 

.II 

.00 

.00 

.00 

.00 

.05 

.05 

.02 

. 31 

. 30 

.00 

. 28 

. 18 

.02 

.00 

.00 

.06 

. 00 



~ 

.. ~ 

TABLE '+ 
FOR 

ALLOCATION OF 
PUBLIC S-ERVICE 

U.S. DEPART"ENT OF LABOR 
"'ANPOWE'A AOI'Il Nl S T'AATt ON 

UNITED STATES BV STANDARD 

S"SA 

Florence,AI• 
Bey Cl ty ,"'\ th. 
Sioux Clty,lo•a-Nebr. 
Tusceloose,Aie 
Denbury ,Conn 
P'onroe ,Le 
Wlllla•sport,Pe 
Te • ukene, Te x-Te xerkaru, Ark 
Boise Clty,ldeho 
Let eyette, Le 
Leflyette-Wut Lefeyeth, In 
Tellehuue,Fle. 
Le•ton,Okle. 
Wll•l ngton,Nc: 
For1: "'y•rs,Fie. 
Gainesville Fie. 
Blonl ngton-Nor•al, 111. 
Annlston,Ale 
El•lre Ny. 
St.Jonph.Mo. 
F I tchbur g-Leo•l nshr ,fit us. 
Tyler, Tex. 
Plttstleld,fltus. 
Alhny,Ga 

~~~~~ "'!~ ~, ~S: oak. 
Gedsden,Aie. 
Rl ehlend-hnne•l c:k ,Wash. 
Odessa, Tex. 
Dubuque,lo•• 
Bllllngs,l'klnt. 
Nuhue,Nh. 
Pine lluff,Ark 
Rochester ,MInn. 
Sher•an-Danlnn T•• 
Greaf Falls, fllont. 
Co I u•b I • l'to. 
La Crosse Wls. 
Owensboro Ky. 
Laredo, Tea 
Le1llsto n- Auburn ,1'1•1 ne 

~~~ .::ye ~:n!~X • 
fllldland,Tu 
Bryan-Collage Statlon,Tu. 
fllarldan, Conn. 

PUERTO RICO 
San Juen 
Ponce 
Ceguu 
fltay•guaz 

MDJAN ALLOCATION BV SMSA 

"EAN ALLOCATION &V S"SA 

TOTAL 
ALLOCATION 
(DOLLARS l 

.. o , .. 00 
62•' 883 

0 
0 

1 .. 9 ,400 
0 

III,ZTT 
32.1, 3!S8 
... , 100 
14,300 

0 
3'' 300 
83' 000 

0 
!S6, 900 

0 
0 
0 

2.2.3,300 
0 
0 
0 

188,700 
90,000 

0 
0 

T!S,ZU 
2.7!f I 900 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

181,2.00 
0 

UO,lOO 
0 

59 .. ,858 
0 
0 

198,500 
0 
0 

313, .. 00 

3,ft01,929 
1, .. 75,10' 

.,, , 38 .. 
62.2, u• 

PERCENT 
OF 

NATION 

.~ 

.~ 

.~ 

.~ 

.o• 

.00 

.~ 

. 13 

.~ 

.03 

.00 

. 01 

.~ 

.~ 

.02 

.~ 

.~ 

.~ 

.~ 

.~ 

.~ 

.~ 

.~ 

.~ 

.~ 

.~ 

.~ 

.II 

.~ 

.~ 

.~ 

.~ 

.~ 

.~ 

.~ 

·" .~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.~ 
.u 

1.•3 
.59 
.3. 
.u 

• 2 .. 4,300 

• 930,100 

TOTAL CETA 
EMPLOYMENT 

METROPOLITAN 

TITLE II FUNDS 
FV 19J'+ 

STATISTICAL AREA 

PAGE 11 
A UN DATE 03/0\/15 

LAWRENCE BERKELEY LAIDAATOAY 
UNI VERS lTV OF CALl FOANU 



MAP 4 - Allocation of Total CETA Title II Funds 
For Public Service Employment - FY 19 7 4 

United States by Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area 

' 0 

,o~~~ 
LEGEND 

~ 

HAWAII 

,. 
ALASKA 

MEDIAN SMSA ALLOCATION 
$ 2~6,300 

U.S . DEPARTI'tENT OF LABOR 
"'ANPOWER ADPUNISTRATION 

LIIWRENCE BERKELEY LA80RIHORV 
UNI VERS 1 TV OF CAll FORNI A 

TOTAL ALLOCATION (00LLARSl 

AIOYE 2,000,000 

1 , 000,000 - 2.,000 , 000 

500,000 - 1 , 000 , 000 

100 , 000 - 500 , 000 

1 - 100,000 

PAGE 12 

RUN DATE Ol/01/75 

PUERTO RICO 

£!27 



LEGEND 

D 
D~TA NOT AVAJ LABLE 

U.S . DEPMTIVJff OF UaoR 
fi!-OWEI! AMINJSTRATJON 

D D 
BELOW Z '- 5 

DENVER- BOULDER, COLOR ADO SI'IS A 

UNEMPLOYMENT STATUS - ALL MALES 

197 0 CENSUS OF POPULATION 

PERCENT OF TRACT 

• • • 13 -2.0 21 - 30 UDYE 30 

L#IWIIENCE BERHLEV LUOUTORV 
UN1VEJIS1l't' OF CAltFORNU 

P~GE 25 



''· 

UNE~PLOV~ENT STATUS - ALL ~ALES 

cotmY CIYILIM lilT rEACDT PERtm COUWTY Cl¥tl1MI IIOT PEACEJIIT PDC£1ff COUIITY CIVlltMI lOOT PERCEWT PDtm COUITY tl'llLtM lilT PEIICliiT PEIICliiT 111111 LAIOII EII'LOY£11 OF Of SMSA 111111 LA801!. E .. LOYED OF OF SMSA MD LAIIOI EPI"LOYED OF Of SRSA MD LAlOR PP.LOY£D or OF SIOSA ctiiSUS FORet T11ACT ctiiSUS FORCE TIIACT. CENSUS FORCE TAACT ctiiSUS FORet T11ACT T11ACT TUCT Til ACT fill ACT --- .......... .. ·-· ---- ,.,.,.., ...... .. . ...... . --- .3 !S1t02 670 •2 6.3 .. 
.2 !5501 . . . . 
.3 5501 , .. ' 3 •• .0 .. 5!503 505 • 1.8 .I 
.9 !5601 201 0 .o .o 

1.1 not 33 0 .. .0 
.8 UOl 1,010 3 .3 .. 
. 5 6o802. 082 21 3.1 .2 .. 6103 1,461 u 1.9 .3 
.T 6tO"t 36 0 .. .0 
.2 not '638 ' .8 .. 

1.0 6902 125 • 3.2 .0 
1.0 root ... " 2.2 .I 
1'.0 7002 22 0 .. .0 

. 8 8301 1,2.32 36 2.9 .3 

.3 noo 0 0 .o .. 

. T 10601 308 0 . 0 .. .. 11500 "' 0 .0 .0 1 1.1 11901 ••• 0 .0 .o 

.9 11902. 930 • .. .. 
1.1 11903 o31 5 1.2 .. 

. 5 12.001 156 0 .0 .0 
1.1 

.5 JEFFERSON 62,3U 1,671 2.7 15.0 .. 9801 731 20 2.7 .2 

.3 't802. 355 • l.T .I 

.T nol 657 l3 2.0 .I .. 9801t 881 21 2 .• .2 .. .... 512 . IS 2.6 .I 

.1 9806 1,139 19 I.T .2 

.1 nor 513 22 •. 3 .2 .. U08 512 >2 3.8 .2 
1.0 .... TT6 •• 5.2 .. 

.T 9810 1,050 30 2.9 .3 .. 9900 . .. " ..2 .2 

.3 10000 ... .. 6.8 .6 .. 10100 ... 51 5.1 .5 

.5 102.01 3,191. .. 2.1 .6 

.6 tozoz- t,U't 25 1.5 .2 .. 10301 2,836 51 1.8 .5 

.9 10302. 2.,476 61 2.5 .5 .. 10lf02. l,lh 30 2.5 .3 

.5 10't03 1, l'tB ,. 3.1 .3 .. 10451 935 61 6.5 .5 

.3 10501 1,911 •2 2.1 .. .. 10!502. 1,65& l3 .8 .I 

.1 10602. 2., 116 .. 3.3 .6 

.5 10651 l5 0 .0 .o 

.5 10700 2., 119 .. 3.1 .6 

.1 10800 1, 781 33 1.9 .3 

.5 10900 1,885 .. 2.5 .. 

.1 11000 l,T'tZ ,. 2.1 .3 

.2 11100· 1,612. .. 6.1 .9 

. 2 11200 1,n1 60 3.5 .5 .. 11300 1,073 .. 5.2 .5 .. ll'tOO 1,370 ,. 2.6 .3 

.0 11550 1,7113 TO ... .6 

.5 116-00 2,037 50 2.5 .. 

.6 11701 860 10 1.2 .I 
1 .3 11702 1,6-6-5 10 .. .I 

.1 11703 1,5&4 " 1.2 .2 

.1 11704 1,&05 26 1.6 .2 

.3 11705 1,060 " 1.. .I 

.I 11706- 239 5 2.1 .0 

.T 11707 1,132 ,. 3.0 .3 

.1 11801 1,055 37 3.5 .3 

.T 11102 2,34-lt " I.T .3 

. T 11'51 301 12 ... .1 

.3 11,2 . . . .. 11'953 66 0 .. .. 

.T 12002 1,5~: 33 2.1 .3 

.1 12003 0 .0 .0 

.3 1200-lt 290 0 .. .. 

.1 12.005 1H 2 1.1 .0 

.0 12006 1,02.1t .. •• 5 .. .. 12.007 131 0 .0 .o 

.2 12.008 6\3 l3 2.1 .I 

.2 12.00' 695 27 3.9 .2 
,3 12.051 19 0 . 0 .. 
.I . 700"1 500 12 2."1 .1 1301 1,2.06 61 5.1 .. 01 



L EGEND 

D 
DA TA NOT AVAIL AB LE 

U.S . DEPART I'IEN T OF LA BOR 
I'IANPOWER ADI'I I N ISTA ATIO N 

D 
BELOW 2 

DENVER AREA IN SET 

UNEMPL OYMENT ST ATUS - ALL MALE S 

1910 CEN5U5 OF POPULA T 1 ON 

PERCENT OF TRACT 

D -'- 5 ll- 20 

" 

PAGE 21 

- -21-30 ABOVE 30 

LAWRE NCE RERKELEY LABOR AIOAV 
UN IVERS I 1 V OF CAll FO RN I A 



LEGEND 

D 
o-.u NOT AUJ LABLE 

U. S. DEPMTMEJifT OF USOR 
,._.OWEJI ADfUMlSTFIATtOJI 

D 
BELOW 2 

BOULDER AREA INSET 

UNEMPLOYMENT STATUS - ALL MALES 

1970 CENSU S OF POPULATION 

PERCENT OF TRACT 

D • ' - ' 6 - 12. 13 - 20 • • 2.l - 30 ABOYE 30 

L#IWRENCE BERKEUV LAJOUTOR't 
UNIYERSlTY OF CAliFORNIA 

~ 

PAGE 29 
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~AP 83 -- E~PLOV~ENT IN THE PUBLIC AD~INISTRATION INDUSTRY PAGE 37 

50CIO-ECONOMIC STUDY 

LOCK AND DA~ 26 

UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVER 
AND 

ILLINOIS RIVER 

1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION 

PERCENT OF AREA 

A&DVE -.. T 

't.O - 'f. T 

3.'f - 3.' 

3.2 - 3. 3 

2.' - 3.1 

IELOW 2.' 

ST.LOUIS, lltiSSOURI DISTRICT 
U.S. ARJIIY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 

JIIINNEAPOLIS-ST PAUL,flli-WI SI'ISA 

IOWA 

MISSOURI 

ST .LOUIS,I'IO-ILL SI'ISA 

fHIN DAH 0\1\0ITt; 

WISCONSIN 

ILLINOIS 

LAWRENCE 8EAHLEV LA80AATOAV 
UNI VERSllV OF CALIFORNIA 



IJI 

PAGi 

TABLE 83 -- E~PLOV~ENT IN THE PUBLIC AD~INISTRATION INDUSTRY 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC STUDV, LOCK AND DAM 26 

RUN DllllE Ol/ '0/ '" 

:,l.lOUI~, •U!»aOURI DIS.TRICT 
U. ~. AM .. 't' CORP!» OF ENGlNEERS. 

UPPER MISSISSIPPI - ILLINOIS RIVERS 

SMSA AND NON-SMSA COUNTV 
AGGREGATION AREAS 

REGION TOTAL 
Illinois River 
Cllicago,III Smsa 
Peoria,III Smsa 
St.Louis,Mo-II Smsa 
Davenport-R.Island,Io-II Smsa 
Dubuque,Io Smsa 
La Crosse,Wi Smsa 
Minneapolis-St.Paui,Mn-Wi Smsa 
Upper Mississippi River 

TOTAL 
EMPLOVED 

ALL 
INDUS. 

5, 382, '+25 
138,278 

2,852,017 
13'+,501 
91'+,'+7'+ 
139,926 

33,'+08 
30,005 

815,273 
32'+,5'+3 

PUBLIC 
ADMIN. 

EMPLOVMENT 

238,396 
'+,628 

126,867 
3,95'+ 

51,355 
6, 570 

805 
1,028 

32,685 
10,50'+ 

PERCENT 
OF AREA 

't.'t 
3.3 
'+.'+ 
2.9 
5.6 
'+.7 
2.'+ 
3.'+ 
'+.0 
3.2 

LIIIWRENC£ I£RJ.El.£'t' l.IIIIORIIITOR't' 
UNlVERS.ll't' OF t•LIFORNU' 

PERCENT 
OF 

REGION 

100.0 
1.9 

53.2 
1.7 

21.5 
2.8 

.3 

.'+ 
13.7 
lt.'t 
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Region IX by Prime Sponsor 
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TABLE 13 - ALLOCATION OF TOTAL CETA TITLE II FUNDS 
FOR ~U8LIC SERVtCE EMPLOYMENT - FV 197~ 

U.S. D£PA~TIOENT OF LAaDR 
IOAIIPOIIt~ ADIOINISTRATJON REGION IX BY PRIME SPONSOR 

PRIME SPO~SOR 

REGION IX 

ARIZONA 
Phoenix-Maricopa [CJ 
Tucson-Pima [CJ 
Balance Of State 

CALIFORNIA 
Alameda T E B [CJ 
Fresno City-County [CJ 
Inland Manpower Assn [CJ 
Orange Co [C] 
Sacramento-Yolo [C] 
San Diego RET C [CJ 
San Joaquin-Stockton [C] 
Santa Clara-San Jose [CJ 
Tulare-Kings [CJ 
Berkeley 
Butte Co 
Contra Costa Co 
Glendale 
Humboldt Co 
Imperial Co 
Kern Co 
Long Beach 
Los Angeles 
Los Angeles Co 
Marin· co 

TOTAL 
ALLOCATION 
<DOLLARS> 

70,98'+,153 

1,002.,2.88 
763,2.88 

98,500 
1'+0,500 

6't I 769.1 't2.8 
1,752.,888 
1,660,8'+2. 
3,730,2.89 
1,769,800 
2.,2.2.'t,'t52. 
6,82.9,161 
1 1 .3't6 I 32.8 
1,506,2.93 

792.,683 
891,6'+3 
680,703 

1,332.,931 
0 

730,005 
388,857 
59'+,905 
97'+,187 

10,32.'+,02.1 
8,5'+9,332. 

'+85,600 

'MEDIAN ALLOCATION BY PRIME SPONSOR 

MEAN ALLOCATION BY PRIME SPONSOR 

PERCENT 
OF 

REGION 

100.00 

L't1 
1. 08 

. 1 't 

.2.0 

91.2.'+ 
2..'+7 
2..3't 
5.2.6 
2..'t9 
3.13 
9.62. 
1. 90 
2.. 12. 
1. 12. 
1. 2.6 

.96 
1. 88 

.00 
1. 03 

.55 

.8't 
1.37 

l't.5't 
12..0'+ 

.68 

PRIME SPONSOR 

Merced Co 
Monterey Co 
Oakland 
Pasadena 
Richmond 
San Francisco 
San Luis Obispo Co 
San Mateo Co 
Santa Barbara Cri 
Santa Cruz Co 
Solano Co 
Sonoma Co 
Stanislaus Co 
Torrance 
Ventura Co 
Balance Of State 

HAWAII 
Honolulu 
Balance Of State 

NEVADA 
Las Vegas-Clark Co [CJ 
Washoe Co 
Balance Of State 

A.SAMOA-GUAM-TRUST TERRITORIES 

$ 763,000 

$ 1,571,000 

·'-' ,1 

~UN DATI II/ Utro 

LAWII£NC£ UU£L£Y LAaD~ATO~Y 
UNIYERSITY OF CALIFDUU 

TOTAL 
ALLOCATION 
<DOLLARS> 

512.,005 
72.'t,'t3't 

2.,2.33,139 
180,82.'+ 
'+29,2.30 

3,587,9'+6 
2.9,2.00 

'+85,2.00 
2.77,600 
7'+1,589 
338,600 

1,0'+'+,513 
1,70'+,636 

58,000 
6't't,600 

5,2.12,978 

2.,817,732. 
2.,079,382. 

738,350 

2.,0'+9,'+06 
1,135,3'+7 

't't0,300 
'+7?,759 

3'+5,300 

PERCENT 
OF 

REGION 

. 72 
1.02 
3.15 

.25 

.60 
5. 05 

.0-'t 

.68 

.39 
l. 0'+ 

.'t8 
l. '+7 
2..'+0 

.08 

.91 
7. 3'+ 

3.97 
2.93 
l. O't 

2..89 
l. 60 

. 62. 

.67 

. 't9 



.---------LEGAL NOTICE-----------. 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Energy Research and Development Administration, nor any of 
their employees, nor any of their contractors, subcontractors, or 
their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes 
any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness 
or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product or process 
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately 

owned rights. 
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